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Lesson Plan: Women at War West Newcastle 1914-1918
Ruth Dodds’ Diary Transcription

Teacher/s Date: 
Subject:  Analysing Contemporary Documents Year:  
Learning Objectives:
Use a range of historical information including primary sources.
Construct an informed response to the evidence.
Consider different interpretations of a range of historical information including primary sources.

Success Criteria: 
Pupils will feel increased confidence in 
investigating handwritten primary sources.
Pupils will develop sequential skills of 
argument
Pupils will understand the strengths and 
limitations of diaries as a historical 
evidence

Key Questions: 
Why are diaries useful to historians? 
Are diaries a reliable source of information about the past?
Why might Ruth keep a diary?

Starter Activity/ Introduction
Discuss what a diary is and why people might keep them – storing memories, living through stirring times or the urge to write. Ask the 
children to write a short diary entry for something that has happened to them in the past week. How useful might their diary be in 100 
years?
Explain that Ruth was more educated than most Armstrong’s workers – a middle class woman from Gateshead who was working 
because of her sense of patriotic duty rather than for money. Use the Journal webpage opposite to promote discussion.

Resources
http://www.thejournal.co
.uk/north-east-
analysis/analysis-
news/diaries-reveal-
one-gateshead-
womans-8669291

Main Activity
a) Discuss and think about the strengths and limitations of diaries as historical evidence
b) Explain what transcribe means and how this is different to translate.

Transcribe the diary extract using the writing frame to help structure the exercise. 
Work as a class or in groups to read the first 2/3 lines. Discuss letters difficult to recognise like e in Sylvie and h in how.

Resources
Ruth Dodd’s Diary 
Activities.

Plenary
Discuss the information gleaned from Ruth. Does she seem to like Annie? Are there any clues that the work can be complex or 
dangerous? 
Define time fuses (a fuse that can be set to delay the detonation of a shell) and indexing machines (a machine tool for precisely 
rotating the fuses).

Resources
Ruth Dodd’s Diary 
Activity Sheet.

The Munitionettes - Section A - 1 Lesson Plan
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In October 1915 Ruth started as a part time munitions worker at Armstrong Whitworth’s 
in Elswick, with her sister Sylvie. Now you are going to try and read a page of the diary 
she kept.

The Munitionettes - Section A - 2 Resource Sheet
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Transcription Sheet 
Ruth’s writing is hard to read. Can you make a neater copy in your own 
handwriting? This is called transcription.

Oct. 13th

 Both Sylvie and I enjoyed

shell here.

Activity Sheet
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Ruth Dodds was born in 1890 in Low Fell Gateshead. She came from a well-
to-do family. The photograph shows Ruth in later life when she did many good 
things for the town.

One of the entries in Ruth Dodd’s diary.

Diaries can be very useful to the historian because they will have lots of 
information about what was happening at the time.
However, historians have to be careful in using them to find out about the past 
for several reasons.

On the diary activity sheet following, answer some questions about diaries.

Ruth Dodds, the founder of Gateshead’s Little Theatre, wrote about life working in a Tyneside munitions factory 
during the First World War. Photograph; The Journal; Newcastle upon Tyne

The Munitionettes - Section A - 4 Resource Sheet

Nov 6, 1915:
I had a good day at Armstrong’s yesterday & did 108 fuses.
It’s a curious thing I can’t pray so much now. I should like to pray for victory, but 
somehow it seems a contradiction to expect God to interfere in a war. God is 
God of all the world, & how can he fight for Germany or England?
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Diaries will tell you:
What the person is thinking     Y  N
What they have been doing     Y  N
How things were different     Y  N

They tell only one person’s side of the story  Y  N
They will tell you everything that’s been going on? Y  N

Diaries - How useful are they? 

Tick the boxes - yes or no and explain your answer.

Diaries can be useful to an historian because ...

Diaries can be a problem to the historian because ...

Activity SheetThe Munitionettes - Section A - 5
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Lesson Plan:  Women at War West Newcastle 1914-1918 
Should I work at Armstrong’s Factory? 

Teacher/s:  Date:  
Subject:  History Year:  
Learning Objectives: 
Understand how our knowledge of the past is constructed from a range of sources. 
Appreciate that there are different views expressed about the past 

Success Criteria: Pupils will 
understand that different views are 
expressed about the same event 

Key Questions:  
What was it like for women working in Armstrong’s factory during World War One? 
 
Starter Activity  
Look at one of the points of view expressed in the range of opinions. Why does this person hold 
this point of view? 

Resources 
Should I work in Armstrong’s factory? 

Main Activity 
A pair of pupils could adopt one of the extracts and voice their opinion. These could be posted 
on a sticker board ‘Should I work at Armstrong’s?’ Why might each of these women hold these 
particular views? 
Producing a balanced account. You are a reporter from the Chronicle trying to find out what it 
was like to work at Armstrong’s. You interview all the women on the worksheet. Put together 
each of their views into an article for the newspaper. How will you headline your story? Will you 
emphasise how bad things are or how good they are? Whatever you choose as your headline, 
how will this affect your selection of different opinion. 
 

Resource 
Information sheet -Should I work in 
Armstrong’s factory? 

Plenary 
Most people thought the women were doing their patriotic duty by working in the munitions 
factory. Can you find out if women were given any more rights/equal pay/job opportunities after 
the war? 

Resources 
http://www.iwm.org.uk/history/12-
things-you-didnt-know-about-women-
in-the-first-world-war 
http://www.historyextra.com/article/how
-did-world-war-i-change-womens-lives 

Should I work at Armstrong’s - Section B - 1 Lesson Plan
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Look you’ll have to 
work 12 hours a day 

and in winter it’s 
perishing cold. You 
goes to work in the 
dark and you come 
home in the dark!

What about 
my kids! Who’s 
going to look 
after them all 

day!

Hey, did you hear 
about Margaret 

Parker? Got her hair 
and half her scalp 
pulled off in them 
machines. And did 

she get anything from 
the bosses. Not on 

your nelly! No 
compensation for all 

that sufferin’.

Did you hear about 
the explosion and fire 
down at Lemington 

where they make the 
shell fuses? Just got 
the girls out in time 

before the fire 
spread.

Aye, maybe the
 moneys good but 
you can tell the 

munition girls a mile 
off. Bright yellow 

faces with handling 
all those poisonous 

chemicals.

Did you 
hear about the
 big explosion
 at Silvertown 
Munitions in 

London?

Oh, it’s 
great, man. You 

have a good laugh 
with the other 

lasses. There such a 
good bunch. Need 

any help and they’re 
always there for 

you.

Look, we’ve 
even got our own 
football team, well 

seven of them, in fact. 
We weren’t taken 

seriously at first but 
not we get huge 

crowds turning out to 
see us!

I’m going
 to work at 

Vickers/Armstrong 
because there’s good 

wages to be earned, at 
least £1.50 every week. 
That’s amazing. Better 

than scrubbing and 
cleaning somebody’s 
house with hardly 

any time off!

This is the
 first time I’ve 

been able to work for 
myself. I’m independ-
ent at last and do owt 
I like with my money. 

I’m not holding to 
anybody!

It’s good money 
all right but not as 

much as those 
men even when 

when we’re doing 
the same job! Is 

that fair?

And do you 
seriously think you’ll 
keep your job when 
the lads come back 
from the war. No 

chance! They’ll want 
their jobs back and 
you’ll be back to the 

kitchen sink or 
scrubbin’ floors!

 I even saw
 one lass who’s hair 
had turned green. 
And what about 

Betty who died of 
that horrible cancer 

of the throat.

 73 killed and 
40 seriously 

injured. I 
wouldn’t go 
near them 

places! 

Should I work at Armstrong’s - Section B - 2 Resource Sheet

On the activity sheet following write your own arguments for and against.

Listen to the arguments for and against working at Vickers Armstrong.
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Arguments for Arguments against
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14 Oct
I hate war & I hate killing & yet Iam right to make 
munitions. I thought once I could not, but since then I 
have changed my mind - & the need is much greater, 
& our men write and say that every shell helps to save 
their lives. I admire the German women who are work-
ing day and night for their men, & shall I not imitate 
what I admire? I cannot stop the war by holding back, 
but I & my like may shorten the war by working.

Ruth’s Decision

Should I work at Armstrong’s - Section B - 4 Resource Sheet

On the activity sheet on the next page, help Ruth to think 
through her problem.
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1 Attitude to war?

2 Needs of British soldiers?

3 What German women are doing?

4 Can I stop the war?

5 How might this help to end the war?

Do you think she has remained true to her Quaker beliefs?

Write down your advice to Ruth to help her with these problems.

Dear Ruth

Should I work at Armstrong’s - Section B - 5 Activity Sheet


